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I am sure all club members will have noticed that the space we have for storing rolling stock is very limited to say the
least.
To this end your committee have been reviewing how we can make space, hence the spring clean that has been
going on and which will continue for some while. We would ask all members that if you have any equipment stored
at the club, if it is not in regular use, or immediate use, to take it away, and bring it back another time if there is a
need for it in the future.
We have a set of superb sit astride lightweight carriages which due to a lack of space we cannot use and David Hale,
the builder of them, must be getting very fed up with this situation! Let alone the owners of lighter weight Locos
who are unable to pull the bigger rolling stock. So, we are looking as to how we can better use the carriage space we
have now, and are planning to double stack the storing area. To this end the Committee will be considering various
plans which have been drawn up.
So if you have a pet plan please let me know very quickly as we have to have the system in working order for the
autumn as the new wheel chair friendly carriage will be with us by then. Robin Duys

Rimpton Steam up - Thursday 19th July 2018.
As was the case in June, the weather for the Society meeting was
pleasantly warm, the temperature being slightly lower than in the early
part of the week. Attendance was good with a comfortable number of
members and partners.
Again, Alan Bridger steamed his Jinty, Dennis Rabbitts his GWR pannier,
whilst Chris Ede ran his Class 37 electric diesel, and Roy Lipscombe his
Alan and Val
electric "diesel" Class 66. My own Class 20, and Class 08 shunter were also
available. There was a good collection of wagons provided by Alan, Chris,
Mike Colburn and myself, so it was possible to make use of the shunting yard, and to assemble realistic goods trains
to be trailed around the main line. This was busy throughout the afternoon/evening with five trains following each
other around at times.
Chris Ede emerging from the tunnel

There was a break in activity between 17.00 and 18.00 whilst light
refreshments produced by Christine, Margaret Marshall, and Jackie
Ede were served, together with drinks. Many thanks to all of the
ladies for their efforts.
Richard and Dennis on the viaduct
Activities on the track
then resumed, and
continued until 20.30!
David Hale.

Press Visit Wednesday July 25th
Maxine Irvine from Mid Somerset News is coming and will be treated to preparation and driving of Mendip
from about 10am with the photographer arriving at 11am. Well done to Roy Procter for arranging this and
to those who have offered to help. All welcome to share our few minutes of fame! The article will be in the
Wells Journal, Shepton Mallet Journal, Central Somerset Gazette and Cheddar Valley Gazette.

Coach modifications
In view of the problems that seem to occur when changing rolling stock we have made some changes in
consultation with members.
1
2

The safety chain eyebolts on the sit astride coaches have been moved nearer the centreline.
This means the chain should not have to be changed in length quite so much.
All the pipe connections now point upwards. This makes then easier to connect and disconnect.
We had a small problem with Mendip which has now been fixed.

Can I ask you to check your air connections on both types of carriage to make sure the hose lengths are
OK, also the safety chain and its fixing position.
A suitable drawbar should be fixed to your locomotive which connects to all carriages.
In an ideal world these would all be the same dimensions but unfortunately w e have not gone down that
route; however, it must be possible to get away from a changeover taking some 20 minutes as at the
last show.
Cheers, George White
Got a couple of railway buffers going cheap. It was an end of line sale.

A visit from the nursery! A photo montage. Shepton and Mendip were kept busy.

Thanks to all those who helped, and thanks to Roy Lipscombe for the photographs.

Action required!
Public running at New Wine is on July 31st and August 8th and we need your help to run. These
days are not so frantic as the Main Show but it’s another opportunity to drive, guard, signal and
generally have fun. Please forward your name to Bailey Maxwell who has volunteered to
organise the rota. bail60163@gmail.com
A friend got to the final of the local model railway competition. He lost on points.

Steam up at Richard and Joan Ashdown’s garden railway August 12th
Richard and Joan have kindly offered their railway for members to enjoy a steam up on their delightful
track, circumnavigating the pond and polytunnel!

Alhampton Steam up - Thursday 21st June 2018.
Although no longer a member of ESSMEE, Stephen kindly invited the Society to use his most attractive
track for our regular monthly meeting once again.
The weather was pleasantly warm, and with only three visiting locomotives - Alan Bridger with his LMS
Jinty, Dennis Rabbits with his GWR pannier tank, and my own electric "diesel" Class 20, things were not
exactly crowded, but allowed us to enjoy plenty of running without being impeded. A number of other
club members were also in attendance, most of whom rode as passengers, and some of whom drove as
well. Early evening, Stephen raised steam in his loco which like the others continued running until the
finish at 19.30.
All in all, a most enjoyable event, but it was a pity that attendance could not have been better. David Hale.
Why can’t the engineer be electrocuted?
Because he’s not a conductor!

Welcome!
We have a new member: Hugh Cullimore of East Knoyle. He has a ½ mile 7¼ gauge
railway in his garden and was a founder member of the Woking miniature railway
society. We look forward to seeing you at the showground!

Don’t forget that if you use the Amazon website our society
can benefit financially. Just go through the link at the bottom
of our homepage on the website each time you shop.
http://www.essmee.org.uk/

Ticket inspectors – you’ve got to hand it to them…
Forthcoming events:
July 28th until 12th August
Not allowed on site, except for public running.
July 31st
New Wine – public running – volunteer now to Bailey Maxwell bail60163@gmail.com
August 8th
New Wine – public running - volunteer now to Bailey Maxwell bail60163@gmail.com
th
August 12
Steam up at Ditcheat with Richard and Joan Ashdown
August 17th - 19th
Bristol Model Engineering Exhibition – Stuart Bond, Co-ordinator
st
nd
September 1 - 2
Truckfest public running
th
th
September 8 - 9
Motorhome Show public running
October 18th – 21st

Midlands Model Engineering Exhibition Warwickshire Event Centre

Newsletter articles
Have you been somewhere interesting, can you report on a project, or can you tell us about the club
projects? Send it all to janiceapwhite@yahoo.com
What’s the difference between a teacher and a railway security guard? One trains the mind the other
minds the trains…

